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In this paper we introduce and study Frobenius coalgebras. These are 
coalgebras which are not only comodule isomorphic to their rational duals, but 
coproper as well, i.e., coalgebras whose rational duals are dense (cf. [2]). 
The structure of Frobenius coalgebras parallels that of Frobenius algebras in 
many respects. In particular such a coalgebra C possesses a nondegenerate C*- 
associative form; all projective comodules are injective (and finite-dimensional 
injectives are projective). Moreover, from a representational point of view, C* 
possess a computational structure which appears to behave like an integral for 
the case of a Hopf algebra. Using these results we obtain an elementary extention 
of Sullivan’s results on the dimensions of the spaces of integrals for a Hopf 
algebra to Frobenius bialgebras. 
We also introduce a general character theory from a coalgebraic point of 
view and give applications to cosemisimple involutorial Hopf algebras to obtain 
results of Larson on character relations, character formulas, and the dimension 
of absolutely irreducible comodules. Finally we present several versions of the 
first orthogonality relations for rational characters on Frobenius coalgebras. 
1. Let K be a field and let C be a coalgebra over K. We will freely use 
the notation of [I 11. In particular Co (resp. UC’) will denote the unique maximal 
rational left (resp. right) ideal of C* and z: V - Y** the canonical inclusion 
of a vector space in its second dual. 
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1.1. PROPOSITION. Let C be a coalgebra over the Jield k, and 7: C -+ C* 
a linear map. 
(a) 17 is a left (right) C*-morphism o q* 0 i is a right (left) C*-morphism; 
(b) 7 has dense image o 7” 0 i is 1-I; 
(c) 77 is l-1 o q* 0 i has dense image. 
The proof of (a) and (b) is straightforward. Parts (b) and (c) are equivalent since 
7 = (7” 0;)” oi. 
1.2. COROLLARY. Let C be a coalgebra over the field k. Then 3 a left C*- 
monomorphism 7: C -+ C* with dense image 4 a right C*-monomorphism 
5: C + C” zsith dense image. 
1.3. DEFINITION. A coalgebra C over the field k is called Frobenius if either 
condition of (‘orollary 1.2 holds. 
We observe that a Frobenius coalgebra is automatically coproper. Indeed, 
if 7: C ---) C* is a left C*-monomorphism with dense image then 7(C) C Co 
and is a dense left ideal. Then Co is dense [2, Proposition 1.81. Similarly, q C 
is dense. In particular, Co = C* . Co = QX” C q C [2, Proposition 1.11, and 
by symmetry, CT: = UC’. 
We will find it convenient to refer to a pair (C, 7) (resp. (C, 5)) as a Frobenius 
coalgebra if C is Frobenius and 7 (resp. 5) is a left (resp. right) C*-morphism 
with dense image. 
1.4. PROPOSITION. Let C be a coalgebra over the field k. Then the following 
are equivalen 1. 
(a) 3 a C*-associative bilinear form B*: C* x Co - k which is left non- 
degenerate and whose restriction to Co x Co is rzght nondegenerate. 
(b) 3 AE Co” whose kernel contains no (right or left) ideals of the form 
c*.cl?,c’ 0 or Cn ’ cn, cn # 0. 
(c) C zs Frobenius. 
(d) 3 a nondegenerate C*-associative bilinear form on C. 
Proof. (a) :- (b). Let X,, be the functional defined on Co by setting &*(x) = 
B*(E, x) V.V E Cc. Now c* . Co _C ker Xa, o B*(c*, Co) = 0 Q c* = 0. Simi- 
larly, Co L-C C ker XB* ++ B*(CD, cm) = 0 o co = 0. Thus the nondegeneracy 
conditions yield the desired information about ker h,, . 
(b) ti. (c). Let 4: Co --f Co Ok C be the right C-comodule structure 
on Co. Define TV: Co + C by F,, = X @J 10 #. It is clear that pA is a left C*- 
morphism. We note that 
(Y, ?QW) = 1 %%)KY~ w) = YY .4 
lx) 
vx E C”, 3’ E c*. 
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Now y E P),+(C~)~ 9 (0) = (y, ad> = X(y . Co). Thus J = 0 and F,, 
is an epimorphism. Finally if either ~Jx) = 0 or v,+(x) E (CT) L we obtain 
(0) = (CD, v,(x):; == h(Cn . x), so x = 0. Thus vA is an isomorphism and C3 
is dense. 
(c) - (d). Let (C, 7) be a Frobenius coalgebra and define B,,: C i. C + h 
by BJc, d) = (q(d), cl>. A rapid computation shows that B,, is bilinear, non- 
degenerate, and C*-associative. 
(d) 2 (c). Given a C*-associative nondegenerate bilinear form B on C 
we obtain a linear mapping r],: C + C* which satisfies (&d), c, = B(c, d). 
~a is easily seen to be a left C*-monomorphism with dense image. 
(c) 3 (a). Let (C, 7) be a Frobenius coalgebra and define Bz: C* ;< 
Co -+ C by B,*(c*, co) = (c*, ~pr(cn)). B,, is clearly bilinear and C-associative. 
Left nondegeneracy is equivalent to ~-l(Cn) = C and right nondegeneracy on 
Cm x Cm is equivalent to the denseness of Co, and the injectivity of 7-l. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLES. (I) A finite-dimensional associative algebra is Frobenius 
[3] o the dual coalgebra A* is Frobenius. In particular every simple coalgebra 
is Frobenius. 
(2) Let C = @ C, be a direct sum of coalgebras. We know that C is 
coproper o each C, is coproper and that Co = @ C,n. If ye: C, + C;* is a left 
C:-morphism then 7 = 0~~: C + @ C: --f C* is a left C*-morphism. In 
particular C is Frobenius if each C, is Frobenius. On,the other hand suppose 
that C is a Frobenius coalgebra and that C = D @ E, D, E subcoalgebras. 
Choose h E Co* as inProposition 1.4(b). Now d* . Do = d* . CT Vd* E D* C C* 
(C* is the ideal direct sum D* @E*) so (0) = A /ok (d* Do) = h(d* . Co) =- 
d* = 0. Similarly ;\ Ion (Do . do) = 0 * do = 0. Thus D is Frobenius. Thus 
C = @ C, is Frobenius 9 each C, is Frobenius. In particular any cosemisimple 
coalgebra is Frobenius. 
(3) Let H be a Hopf algebra with nonzero left integral h, E Hr. The map 
h - (XL - h) defines a left H*-monomorphism 7: H + HO [I 1, 5.131. By I .I ‘, 
(7 * o L)(H) c OH is dense in H*. Thus OH # (0) and since OH e H @ sr , H has 
a nonzero right integral also. Repeating the above argument on the right, we see 
that HO is dense so H is coproper. Since jI is one dimensional, 7 is surjective 
so H is Frobenius. 
1.5. PROPOSITION. Let C be a Frobenius coalgebra, e an idempotent in Co. 
Then 
(a) Co . e and C . e are$nite-dimensionalprojective and injective P-modules. 
Moreover, if {ea} is a maximal set of orthogonal primitive idempotents in Cm, then 
C = @ C e, . 
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(b) Let P be a finite-dimensional left Cm-summand of Ccn). Then P is projective 
and injective and there are orthogonal idempotents {e, ,..., e,} C Co, {fi ,..., ft} C Co 
with @C.e, g Pr @Cg.fj. 
Proof. (a) From [2, 2.31 we know that any C%ummand of Co is C*- 
projective. Hence Co . e is finite dimensional and projective. Now (Co e)* is 
a finite-dimensional injective right C”-module, hence isomorphic to a right 
C”-summand of C’(U) for some rz. If 5: C - q C = Co is a right C*-isomorphism 
then by applying <(“) we see that (Cm . e) * is isomorphic to a right DC-summand 
of (UC)““. Again by [2, 2.31 we have that (Cm e)* is C*-projective, which 
establishes the injectivity of Co e. C . e is injective [2, 2.171, hence also 
projective. 
For the second assertion [2] shows that Co = @ Co . e, , where (e,: is any 
maximal set of orthogonal primitive idempotents. If we apply 5-l (<: Co -+ C 
a right C’“-isomorphism) we obtain C = @ C . e, as desired. 
(b) Let P be a finite-dimensional left Co-summand of Cn). Since C is 
a direct sum of finite-dimensional injectives it is (left) C*-injective [7], hence P 
is injective. By applying yn we see that P is isomorphic to a finite-dimensional 
left summand of C?(n); hence by [2] P is projective. By [2] we know that P z 
cr. -r e, tcrr, ... ,*! ‘- CL3 e, , where (er ,..., esj C Co consists of orthogonal primitive 
idempotents. Similarly since P* is projective, P* g fi C3 @ ... @ ft . Co, 
where Ifi ,...,.f(l C CP consists of orthogonal primitive idempotents. Since 
f, CL is finite dimensional it is closed in C*; therefore f, Cm = I,‘, where 
I, is a right coideal in C. Let {fs] b e a maximal set of orthogonal primitive idem- 
potents in Cn containing (fi ,..., fJ. Th en it is clear that I, = (fj . Cu)L 2 
GnfJ C fB . However, (fj . Co)1 n C . f, = (0) so 1, = @o,j C fO . This 
implies that (f, . Co)* g C/I, g C .f, . Now P E P** z (fz . Cm)* @ ... 
3 (ft c-q* g c fi El ‘.. @ c . ff . Q.E.D. 
WTe turn next to the internal structure of Cm. 
1.6. DEFINITION. A subset A C C* is a right T/I-set if for every finite- 
dimensional right C*-module N and n E I\i, n a = 0 for all but finitely many 
n E A. If --l 2 C we will call A a right rational TA-set. 
Clearly a subset A-1 C C* is a right TA4-set if N a = (0) for all but finitely 
many a E -4, whenever N is a finite-dimensional right C*-module. We note that 
nontrivial right T&-I-sets always exist. Indeed any set of orthogonal idempotents 
is clearly a right (and left) TA-set. 
Suppose that C is a coproper coalgebra, {e,> a maximal set of orthogonal 
primitive idempotents in Co = DC. Then C= == @ e,Cn and we let A = u A, , 
where --!, is a basis for the finite-dimensional right ideal e,P. It is clear that A 
is a k-basis for P, which is a TA-set. For the moment we will refer to -4 as 
a special T.-l-basis for Cm. 
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1.7. LEMMA. Let {z-=} be the projections corresponding to the decomposition 
Cn = @ e,C”. For B C Co set B, = {b E B j rr,b =# O}. Then B is a right 
TA-set if and only if / B, / < co for all 0~. 
Proof. B, = {b E B / e, . b # 0) and since e,Cn is a finite-dimensional 
right C*-module we see that B, is finite if B is a TA-set. Conversely let N be 
a finite-dimensional right C*-module and suppose that X . e,, == (0) if 
a: $ (01~ ,..., c+>. If b $ u B,, , then b = C e,b, , where 01$ (01~ . .. . . at;. Thus 
hr. b = (0). Q.E.D. 
Note that the previous proof shows that B is a right TA-set if and only if e b = 0 
for almost all b whenever e is an idempotent in Cn. 
1.8. LEMMA. Let T: C3 + Co be a k-morphism. Then the fr,llowing are 
equivalent. 
(a) T carries a special TA-basis to an TA-set. 
(b) The matrix of T with respect to a special TA-basis is row finite. 
(c) T carries TA-sets to TA-sets. 
Proof. (a) ~j (b). Let 9 = {a, I i ~11 b e a special T=l-basis and write 
Taj = C &a, , Fixing i we want h,, = 0 for all but finitely many j. Suppose 
that a, E e,Cn with {a, ,..., a,) C iz a basis for e,Cn. Then Ta, E ( TAxI G A,<, # 0 
for some 1 ,( s < e. Thus if (T,il), = (Tajl ,..., Tai,} then for j f jr ,..., jra 
Ta, r$ (TA), and X,,, = 0. 
(b) =- (c). Let B be a TA-set, A a special right TA-basis. For b E B 
write b = x yj(b) a, . Let {e,} be the maximal set of orthogonal idempotents 
involved with A, e&n n A = (a, ,..., a?), and X = {aj j & 7 0 for some 
1 .< i < e]. By assumption, ,Y is finite. 
Now 
Tb = C C yj(b> &,a, E (We 
-2. 3k E{l,..., e] with c yj(b) Xki # 0 
=- 3j s.t. y](b) # 0 and &j # 0 
3 ajEX for some j involved in 6. 
Consequently if aj E e&n then b E B, . Hence ( TB)u = u {B, j a, E AY n eJ?:, 
which is finite. 
(c) * (a) is trivial. Q.E.D. 
The set of k-endomorphisms of Co just described is a subring of End, Co, 
which contains Ende.*(C&) and which is stable under the left action of C”. 
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Let (C, 7) be a Frobenius coalgebra, A = {ai 1 i E I> a k-basis for Co, and 
B C C* the dual functionals to the basis T-IA. Letting Bz be the form described 
in the proof of (d) =, (a), Proposition 1.4, we see that B$(bi , uj) = 6&i so ,4 
and B are dual with respect to Bz. We call B the n-dual (or B:-dual) set ‘to 9. 
1.9. PROPOSITION. Let (C, 7) be a Frobenius coalgebra, d a k-basis fey Co, 
and B the corresponding Bz-dual set. Then B is a right (resp. left) TA-set with 
respect to rational right (resp. left) C*-modules. 
Proof. Let (M, p) be a finite-dimensional rational right C*-module, D = 
(ker p)‘. D is a finite-dimensional subcoalgebra and $JM C D @ M, $ the 
C-comodule structure. Choose a, ,..., a, s.t. D CC kq-l(a,). Then it is clear 
that M . 6, = (0) ifj +L I ,..., t. A similar proof holds for rational left C*-modules 
Q.E.D. 
1 .lO. THEOREM. Let (C, 7) be a Frobenius coalgebra, A = {a, ~ i EIJ a 
TA-basis fol Cm, and B = (b, 1 j E I) the y-dual set. Then kB is a right ideal. 
Proof. For x E C”, co + xc 0 is a right C* morphism, and hence by the 
remark following Lemma 1.8 is row finite with respect to .q. For x E C* write 
x . a, = x ajhjz(x) and compute 
B,*(bJx - C ‘j/;(X) b, 7 al) = BJXb,x, aLI - C h,,(x) Bz(b, , ai) 
= B,*(b, , c a,“,,(4) - “Jx) = 0. 
By nondegeneracy b, . s = x X,,(x) bfi as desired. Q.E.D. 
Note that since B is an independent set we see that 6, . x = C &(x) b,A o 
.u . a, = c a,X,,(x). 
Before leaving this material we note that the bilinear form B* arising from 
a Frobenius coalgebra (C, 7) induces a k-monomorphism from C” to Co* 
which is easily seen to be an isomorphism. We also note that 
B,*(xY, c”) = x B,*(x) $&KY, c;,>. 
vx, y E c*, cm E co. 
I .I 1. THEOREM. Let (C, 7) be a Frobenius coalgebra, {ai / i EI} a TA-basis 
for Co, and (b, / j E I] the T-dual set. Let (M, p) be a finite-dimensional rational 
left C*-module. Then the following are equivalent. 
(1) M is projective. 
(2) M is injective. 
(3) AXE End, M s.t. C p(uJ Xp(b,) = IM . 
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Proof. Note that the sum in (3) is well defined since p(b,)m = 0 a.e. 
(1) o (2) is standard. 
(3) =- (2). Let (N, u) be a left C*-module, ‘T: M + N a C*-mono- 
morphism, and let ‘in: N - M be any R-splitting. Set P = C p(q) Xna(bi) E 
Hom,(Ai, M). We compute 
x . P(n) = c Xczi . (Xb, . ?z) 
= 1 %JLc4Gwz~)) 
= c a, . (XT&(X) bi . n)) 
= 1 ay . (X?r(b, . x . n)) 
= P(x * fz) VXEC”, rlElv, 
and 
Pi = C ai * (X?r(b, * em)) 
= C a, . (X(b, . m)) 
m. 
(1) =- (3). Let W: C* @ M - M be the left C*-module structure. It 
is clear that w / Co @ M is surjective. Thus 3 a C*-morphism p: M + Co @ M 
such that UP = IM . We define y: Co @ M -+ C* @ M by setting y(& @ 111) = 
B~(E, cn)e @ m and compute 
= aj@m. 
Thus x3,u;y(b;z) =-=zVzcCn@M. Set ,YLw~~:M+C"@M-+ 
C* @ M + M and compute 
c a, . Wb, .4 = 5 (C a, . y(bL . p(m)))’ 
= i&m 
m VmEM 
as desired. Q.E.D. 
Note that the proof of (3) t.- (2) shows that C a, . (Hom(M, -V) b, C 
Horn&M, N) and that this action is reminiscent of the action of an integral in the 
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case of a Hopf algebra (cf. [l]). Also the implications 1 3 2, 3, 3 3 2, 1 are 
valid even if M is infinite dimensional, provided one restricts attention to the 
category of rational C*-modules. 
1.12. PROPOSITION. Let (C, q) be a Frobenius coalgebra, {ui 1 i E I} a TA-basis 
for Cm, {bj 1 j E I} the corresponding T-dual set, and p: C* + End M a rational 
representation. Then 
Proof. Let q~ = v-‘(C) = @ kv(ai) an i we identify kv(ai)* with kb, we d f 
see that c* -+ II(c*, vaL) bi is a K-isomorphism between C* and 17kbi . If (M, p) 
is a rational C* module then phi = 0 a.e. so the indicated sum makes sense. 
Now let m E M and writing tiMrn = C mj @ va, (q!~~ , the comodule structure 
map) we compute, 
Q.E.D. 
1.13. PROPOSITION.~ Let (A, 7) be a Frobenius bialgebra. Then the space of 
left (resp. right) integrals is l-dimensional. 
Proof, 
I = {x~AO/yx = (y, l,&Vy~,4*}, 2 
q-1 J’ = { aEA(y.a=(y,lJuVyEA*) 
1 
={uEAIda=a@lAj 
= klA. Q.E.D. 
Note that the existence of an integral in the infinite-dimensional case does not 
guarantee that A is a Hopf algebra as is the case for certain finite-dimensional 
cases [5]. Indeed if S is an infinite semigroup then kS is a Frobenius bialgebra 
and hence has a nonzero integral. But kS is a Hopf algebra * S is a group. 
2. In this section we construct one automorphism of Co and derive 
some of its properties. 
1 As pointed out by the referee, Proposition 1.13 is far more general. If g E GC and 
L, = {x E C* 1 yx = <y, g)x Vy E C*}, then& is a two-sided ideal. If (C, v) is Frobenius 
then q-IL, ={cECIy.c= ‘y, g>c vy E c*} = {c E c 1 SC = c 0 g} = kg. 
481/62/z-13 
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2.1. LEMMA. Let (C, 7) be a Frobenius coalgebru over h and {e, j in E r\} 
a maximal set of primitive orthogonal idempotents in Co. Then 
(I) C . x is finite dimensional Vx E Co. 
(2) The map T: Co --+ Co dejked by T(X) = Coi T(v(e& . x), where y = v-l, 
is an algebra morphism. 
Proof. (1) Since 7 0 L is a right C* isomorphism between C and Cn, 
r]* 0 L(C. x) = q* 0 L(C) . x = CD x is f.d. 
(2) It is clear that i&e,) . x 1 p)(e,) . x # 0} is linearly independent. 
By (1) this set is finite and so 7 is well defined and linear. 
Now dx . dy)> = IL dx . dd4 . YN = C, dx4 . Y = P)(X) . Y Vx E CD 
sincez, x . e, = x[2]. Therefore T(X) T(Y) = T(~(T(x) . T(Y)) = q(v(~(x)) .y) = 
r1(d4$) . Y) = Kxa dem) . “Y> = GY). Q.E.D. 
2.2. LEMMA. Let (C, 17) be a Frobenius coalgebra, and 7 the algebra endo- 
morphism of 2.1. Then q~ . r is a right C* isomorphism between Co and C. 
Proof. (q~ o I) = Cal p(eJ . xy = (~0 T(X)) .y, so q~ 0 7 is a right 
C*-morphism. Q.E.D. 
We have already seen (Proposition 1.1 that T* o L is a right C*-morphism 
between C and Co and we now claim that (T* 0 ~)-r = y 0 7. It suffices to show 
that v o 7 is a right inverse to v* 0 L. 
For c, d E C, it is evident that (v* 0 L(C), d) = (T(d), c). Thus 
= UC*, d . x) = (x, d). Q.E.D. 
These two lemmas yield the following: 
2.3. THEOREM. Let (C, 7) be a Frobenius coalgebra, 7 as before. Then r is an 
algebra automorphism. 
2.4. COROLLARY. Q- is independent of the choice of idempotents {edi 1 a! E A>. 
Proof. 7 = ?j 0 (T* 0 1)-l. Q.E.D. 
Suppose that H is a Hopf algebra and A E H* is anonzero left integral. Let 
7: H + HO be defined by T(h) = h - h, (cf. Example 3). For h, h E H, 
CT* o L(h), h) = (#), h) = (A - h, h) = (A, hS(k)) = (A - h, S(h)) = 
<s*P - h), k) and so ?I* 0 t(h) = S*(A -h).NowifxEHnandp,=q-las 
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before, then ~-i(x) = (v* o L) v-i(x) = (T* o L(P)(X))) = S*(h - v(x)). Without 
loss of generality we may take v(h) = lH and so ~-l(h) = S*(h c- lH) = 
S*(A). S* is surjective (S is injective) so S*(/\) is a right integral for H, and 
nonzero since S*(h) = ~-l(h). 
We conclude this section with the following useful fact. 
2.5. I>EM~IA. Let (C, 7) be a Frobenius coalgebra. Let x7( Cm) == [.x E c’: j yx = 
xi-(y) Vy 6 Cl?], and let x(C) = { c E C / AC = T AC}; then q(x(C)) =m z,(Co). 
PYOOf. c E x(C) =‘- c* c = c c* Vc* E C*. Then y(c) 7(y) = ?(c y) = 
~(y c) L- v?(c). Thus q(c) E Z,(CP). Conversely, if x E Z,(P) and y E Co, 
thenyT--l(x) = q-l(yx) = T-i(x~(y)) = ~-l(x(~(~ q,i(e.J y))) = ~-l(x)?. Now 
P @ Cm is dense in C* @ C* and (A - TA) 7-1(s) E (Cm 0 CJ)‘-. Thus 
(A - TA) 7m~1(.v) E (C” @ C”)I so (A - TA) 7-1(x) = 0. Q.E.D. 
3. This section serves as an introduction to character theory for co- 
algebras. We begin with a basic view of characters for associative algebras [2]. 
3.1. DEFINITION. Let C be a coalgebra over iz. A character x of C is simply 
a cocommutative element. If A is an associative algebra over k then a character 
on il is simply a character on A”. The space of characters on A, char -4, is thus 
[A, A]1 n AO. 
A character on Cr is called rational if it lies in L(C) _C C**. We will always 
identify a rational character on C* as a character of C. 
3.2. EXAMPLE. Let A be an associative algebra and (M, p) be a finite- 
dimensional A-module. Then x = X~ = tr 0 p is a character on A. We will 
also say that x is afforded by M in this case; similarly for characters afforded by 
comodules. 
Let (M, p) be a finite-dimensional rational C*-module, (m,} a basis for M. 
Set *m, == C nz, @ c,, . Then X~ = L(C c,,). Thus the character associated 
to a rational module is rational. 
Conversely let (M, p) be an absolutely irreducible finite dimensional C*- 
module whose character is rational. Then M is rational. Indeed let {HZ,} be 
a basis for M and choose czj E C* with p(cz) == E,, . Set c* . m, == C m,f,,(c*), 
where f,, E C**, and let xnr = t(c). Then f,, == C (c$ , c(i):: ~(a) f L(C) and M 
is rational. 
3.3. PROPOSITION. Let x be a character of the coalgebra C, Ma simple comodule. 
Then x is af/orded by M o x generates Supp,(M). 
The character X~ is called irreducible, absolutely irreducible, etc., if M is 
irreducible, absolutely irreducible, etc., and characters in general are class 
functions since [xg-‘, g] = x - gxg-l for any unit in =1(C*). Also characters 
afforded by representations are clearly additive “in M.” The following results 
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also hold for coalgebra characters and are obtained by considering rational 
A = C*-modules. 
3.4. PROPOSITION. Let (Mz , pi)i = I, 2 be absolutely irreducible finite- 
dimensional A-modules, xi the corresponding characters. Then 
Proof. x1 = x2 = ker p1 = ker pz , for pz is surjective and ker p, = 
{X 1 xi(xa) = 0, Vu E A}. Thus 3 an isomorphism 8: End M, -+ End Mz s.t. 
plB = pz . If 0 is realized as conjugation by the isomorphism T: MI + M, then 
the last equation states that T is a module morphism. Q.E.D. 
3.5. PROPOSITION. Let (M% , pJ i = I,..., t be inequivalent absolutely irre- 
ducible finite-dimensional A-modules, x9 the corresponding characters. Then 
x1 ,..., xt are linearly independent. 
Proof. Let x1 = IX%>2 x,x, be a dependence relation. Then &a ker p1 C 
ker p1 . Thus 3 a morphism @>a End M, + End MI s.t. 
commutes. 
End MI @>a End M, . This * M,r Mjsomej> I. 
3.6. PROPOSITION. Let A be a S.S. algebra with min-r over an a.c. Jield k. 
Then char(A) is spanned by irreducible characters. 
Proof. Let f E char(A) and let Z be a cofinite ideal in ker f. A = ,4/Z is finite 
dimensional, S.S. over an a.c. field. Thus A = End MI @ ... 0 End M, , where 
(Mi , pi) are irreducible representations of A. Then pi: A -+ A - End Mz are 
irreducible representations of A. f induces a functional J on A and j = Cf$, , 
Jz =fl EndM<.N ow kerf, 2 [End Mi , End M,] sofi = zi trEndnr t ’ zi E k. 
Now: 
f (4 = f(a + 1) 
= f (c &(a + 1)) 
= Cfij%(a + 1) 
=c % trEndA4,fk(a + I) 
= 1 % tk8,dM&(a) 
= C ZiXMt(a)- Q.E.D. 
We turn next to some character aspects of coalgebra theory. 
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Let C be an arbitrary coalgebra. We set coca(C) = ker(d - Td) === [CO- 
commutative elts} and note that coco($ C,) = @ coca Cw . 
3.7. PROPOSITION. coca(C) = [C", c*y. 
PYOOf. c E coca(C), a*, b* E c* 3 (a*b*, c) = (a” @b”, AC) = ::a* @ 
b*, TAc;> =: lb* @a”, AC’> = (b*u*, c\. :. c E [C*, C*]l. The reverse inclusion 
is similar. Q.E.D. 
3.8. PROPOSITION. Let C be a couZgebru. Then 3 minimal coideul J with 
Z,,&(A - TA) C J @J. Furthermore, Jl = center(C*). Call J the cocenter of 
c(cocen(c)). 
Proof. Let {ci} be a basis for C and write (A - TA)c = C mi(c) @ ci . 
Let J = span(mi(c) 1 , ) i c an c d h oose CT E C* with <I$, c,) = Stj . 
For c* E center C*, 
0 = (EC*, q1, c) 
-= (c* @c;, AC> - (ci” @c* AC’; 
= (c* @CT, (A - TA)c) 
= 1 (c* @ CT, m,(c) @ c,) 
= Cc*, m,(c)>. 
Thus center (C*) C JL. 
Conversely, for c* E Jl, x* E C*, c E C, ([c*, x*], c\ = (c* ax*, (A - 
TA)c> = 0, so center(C*) = Jl. 
Now repeat the same argument on the right to obtain a subspace J’ with 
center(C*) = J’l, and (A - TA)(C) _C C @J’. Thus J = J’ is a coideal and 
(A-TA)(C)CJ@CnC@J= J@J. Q.E.D. 
3.9. Remark. C = @ C,, 2 cocen(C) = @ cocen(C,). 
3.10. THEOREM. Let C be a C.S.S. coalgebva over an a.c. field k of characteristic 
p. Assume that (dim C,,. , p) = I, V simple subcoulgebvu C, . Then 
C = cocen(C) @ coca(C). 
Proof. C = @ C, , therefore it suffices to establish the result for C simple. 
In this case C* z k, for some n and our hypotheses imply that (n, p) = 1. 
It is trivial to see that k, = kZ @ [k, , K,], hence C z (center k,)‘- @ 
[k, , k,]‘- s cocen(C) @ coca(C). Q.E.D. 
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3.11. APPLICATION. Let G be a finite group with (I G j, p) = 1. Then 
A = kG = center(A) @ [A, A] and # inequivalent absolutely irreducible 
representations ,< dim center(A) = # conjugacy classes in G. For arbitrary 
finite G we always have # inequivalent absolutely irreducible representations 
< dim center(kG/rad(kG)). 
3.12. Remark. We shall see that the above result holds for C.S.S. Hopf 
algebras. 
Let (M, p) be a rational left C*-module. D = DIM = (ker p)’ is the unique 
minimal subcoalgebra of C with #(M) 2 D @ M, D is called the cosupport 
of M, and we observe that M is a faithful rational D*-module. Fix m* E M*. 
Then M + 1% @ C-O*@ k @ C + C is a comodule morphism, and hence 
M is isomorphic to a subcomodule of C”. In particular every simple C-comodule 
is isomorphic to a minimal right coideal. 
Let X be a minimal right coideal in C, and set H(X) = C{h’ c C 1 A’ E A}. 
Let (A, i b E Bj be a representative collection of minimal right coideals. Then 
corad(C) p= @ H(h,), and H(h,) is a simple subcoalgebra. If X is an absolutely 
simple right coideal of dimension d, then H(h) E @ A. 
3.13. EXAMPLE. Let L be a split S.S. Lie algebra over a field of characteristic 
0, U =:: u.e.a. (L), {V, 1 t E T) a representative collection of irreducible finite- 
dimensional L-modules. Then each I’, is absolutely irreducible and { Vt 1 t E T} 
is a representative collection of simple U”-comodules. This implies that UO 
is the direct sum of simple subcoalgebras Ht = @“t V, (as U”-comodule). 
3.14. PROPOSITION (Larson’s coordinatization [5]). Let M be an absolutely 
simple right C-comodule, D the cosupport. For each choice of basis {m,} for M, 
there is n basis {di,} for D s.t., 
(a) #m, = Z m,? 0 4. , 
(b) 4, = C d,,, 0 4, , l (d,) = ai, . 
If M is a rational left H*-module, H a Hopf algebra, then End M inherits an 
H*-module structure which is characterized by (h* - T)(m) = C (h* - mcl)) . 
T(mco,) PI. 
3.15. THEOREM. Let H be a C.S.S. Hopf algebra with S2 = I, (M, p) an 
absolutely irreducible rational H*-module, and X a nonzero idempotent in sH _ 
Then (dim M, char k) = 1 and 
1 A - p(h*) = dim M xdh*)I. 
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Proof. We know that h -EndMcEnd,M=N, so h---=y(T)I. 
Computing h - Ei, , we see that 
(A - E,,)m, = C h - d,, . Ei,ms 
= h - dj, * mi 
= C m&X - d,, , d,,:; 
= C MA drisdjd. 
Since X - Etj is diagonal we see that 
(A, d,iSdj,j = 0 if rfk 
= >VL) if r = k. 
Thus (X, dkiSdj,) = y(E,,). Summing over R yields 
(h, c dkiSdik) = dim My(E,?) 
, 
or 
tr(Eij) = a,, = e(dj2) = dim My(E,j). 
Thus tr(T) = dim My(T) for all T E End M. In particular, 1 = tr(EJ = 
dim My(E,,) so (dim M, char k) = 1. We thus see that h - T = (1 /dim M) . 
tr( T) for all T E End M. Q.E.D. 
Let H be a C.S.S. Hopf algebra with S2 = I. 
3.16. COROLLARIES. (i) H = cocen(H) @ coca(H) and H* = center H* @ 
[H*, H*]. 
(ii) H* has at most dim(center H*) inequivalent irreducible representations. 
(iii) His f.d. G- coca(H) is f.d. * center H* is f.d. 
As a final observation we see that if x is a character of a coalgebra C, then 
B(c*, d*) g= (c*d*, x> d fi e nes a symmetric bilinear form on C* (which is 
nondegenerate precisely when x generates C). 
4. Let (C, 7) be a Frobenius coalgebra and (M, p) an irreducible left 
C*-module. Recall that socle,(C*) = C(left ideals I C C* 1 I g M} is a two- 
sided ideal of C*. If M is a rational module then socle,(C*) C Co, socle,(C*) = 
socle,(Cn), and is a finite-dimensional simple ideal. Furthermore 
T-1(socIe,(P)) = suppe(M) = (ker p)‘. 
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4.1. PROPOSITION. Let (C, 7) be a Frobenius coalgebra, (M, p) a rational 
irreducible left C*-module. If c E supp(M) then (ker p) . T(C) = (0) and for any 
left C*-module N, C*v(c) N c socle,(N). 
Proof. The first part is clear since ker p . c = 0. For the second part 
ker p . C*r](c) . N = (0) so C*,(c) . N is a module for the finite-dimensional 
simple algebra C*/ker p. As such it is a direct sum of irreducibles isomorphic 
to M. 
4.2. PROPOSITION. Let (C, 7) be a Frobenius coalgebra and let (M, p) be an 
irreducible rational left C*-module. Then socle,(Cn) is a nonzero simple two-sided 
ideal. Moreover the following aye equivalent. 
(a) socle,(Co) is a block of Co. 
(b) (socleM(Cn))2 5 (0). 
(c) M is projective. 
Proof. Since M is simple, suppc(M) is a finite-dimensional simple sub- 
coalgebra. By Proposition 4.1 if we take 0 + c E suppJM) then 0 + v(c) E 
Co . T(C) Co C socle,(Co). We claim that Cnq(c) . Cn = socle,(Cn). Indeed 
let I c C’Jv(c)C be a minimal left ideal (hence I z M) and let f: I + Co be a 
left C*-morphism. Since Co is injective (Proposition 1.5) 3 a C@-morphism 
g: c* --+ co s.t. g II = f. Then f(1) = g(l) = I . g(c) C C”?(c) CX’O C 
Co?(c) Co. Moreover this argument shows that C* (hence Co) acts transitively 
(from the right) on {minimal left ideals}, and thus socle, Co is simple. 
(a) 3 (b) follows from the fact that Co has no nil (module) summands [2] 
while (a) 2 (c) follows from the fact that M is isomorphic to a Co-summand of 
Co [2]. (b) * (c). If M is not projective, then M g I, I a bottom composition 
factor of Cue, for some (Y ({e,} a maximal set of orthogonal primitive idempotents) 
[2]. ,ut then I C rad(Co), so socle,(Cn) C rad Co C ker p. 
(c) 3 (a). Since M is projective, M g Cue, for some OL ({em} a maxima1 
set of orthogonal primitive idempotents). Now e, is linked to e, 9 e&Joe, # (0) 
so es linked to e, implies that the top composition factor of C”eB is isomorphic 
to M, and hence Cuea E Cue, [3]. Q.E.D. 
4.3. PROPOSITION. Let (C, 7) be a Frobenius coalgebra and M, N simple 
right-comodules. Then ME N if either ~(supp, M) . N # (0) OY (~(supp~ M), 
(suppc N)) f (0). 
Proof. The second condition is stronger than the first for 0 # (T(C), d?, 
c E suppc M, d E suppc N implies q(c) $ ker pN , hence q(c) . N # (0). Now 
r](suppc M) . N f (0) together with proposition 4.1 immediately establishes 
MEN. Q.E.D. 
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We note that the above proof shows that T(C) q(d) # (0) (c, d, M, N as above) 
implies M G N. 
We conclude this section with a result on characters. 
4.4. THEOREM. Let M be a simple right comodule fey the Frobenius coalgebva 
(C, T), and let x,,, E C be the corresponding rational character (cf. (3.3)). Then 
Cn,(x,) = socle,(Co). In particular M is projective c> v&)2 # 0. 
P~ooj. By the proof of the first part of Proposition 4.2 socle,(C”) = 
Cnq(xM) Co. However, Lemma 2.5 shows that Coq(xM) Cc = C”q(xM) T(CO) = 
Co2q(xM) = Pq(xM) since Co is dense. 
For the second part, if M is projective then (0) # (socle, C”)” = C%&,,) . 
Co~(x,,,,) C C~~(X~)~ so 17(x*,)2 # 0. Conversely T(x~,)~ f 0 implies (socle, M)2 f 
(0) so M is projective. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 4.4 shows that a simple comodule M is projective if and only if 
~(x,,,,) is a unit in socle, Co. This together with Proposition 4.3 shows that 
rl(xM) is a unit 0 <~(xA xd # 0. 
5. This last section develops orthogonality relations for characters for 
Frobenius coalgebras and parallels the procedure in [4]. 
5.1. THEOREM. Let (C, 7) be a Frobenius coalgebra, M, N simple C-comodules 
with characters x,,, and xN , respectively. If (7(x,,,), xN) # 0 then ME N and 
x,,., = xN . If {ai} is a TA-basisfov Co and (6,) is the B*-dual set then x1 (ai , x&1> .
(bi,x,)#O=+MsN. 
The proof of Theorem 5.1 follows from Proposition 4.3, Theorem 4.4, and 
Proposition 3.4 and the fact that T(C) = C (b, , c) a, . 
5.2. COROLLARY. If M $ N then xi (a,x, XNj(bi , x,,,,;. = 0 Vx E C*. 
Pyoof. y(xbf) = L (bi , xM> ai so 2 Cap, xNXbixM) f 0 implies 0 # 
(v(xM)x, xNj = (~(x,~), x . x,,) so N z M (by Proposition 4.3). 
If H is a Hopf algebra with nonzero left integral A, and we choose the usual 
morphism 7 given by T(h) = X - h, then (dxd, xM? = <A - xM , xN) = 
(A, xNSxM>. We thus obtain the following restatement of Larson’s character 
formula [5]. 
5.3. THEOREM. Let H be a Hopf algebra with nonzero left integral X f 0, M, N 
simple H-comodules with (A, xNSxnfj f 0. Then M z N. 
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We list several alternative versions of Theorem 5.3 as 
5.4. COROLLARY. Let H be a Hopf algebra with nonzero left integral h, 7 as 
above {a,> a TA-basis for Co, (6,) the v-dual set, and set c, = q-la1 . Let M, NT 
be simple H-comodules. Then M z N tf either 
(a> Zt <ai , xd@i y XMM) f 0 o* 
(b) Z2.i <A, x&iXb, , x,w) f 0 holds. 
5.5. DEFINITION. Let C be a coalgebra over a field R, M a simple right 
C-comodule, N an arbitrary right C-comodule. M is said to have finite multi- 
plicity in N if there is a bound to the number of occurrences of M as a compo- 
sition factor for finite-dimensional subcomodules of N. In the contrary case M 
is said to have infinite multiplicity in N. 
Clearly a coalgebra C is finite dimensional if and only if corad(C) is finite 
dimensional and every simple C-comodule has finite multiplicity in C. 
5.6. PROPOSITION. Let C be a coalgebra and M a simple right C-comodule, 
I a right coideal having M as composition factor m times. Then C*/Il has M* 
as composition factor m times. 
Proof. 1 a composition series for I. 
5.7. PROPOSITION. Let C be a left coproper coalgebra, J a closed cofinite right 
ideal in C*. Then F/J and Co/J n Co are isomorphic F-modules. 
Proof. C*/J is a cyclic rational C*-module and the canonical map 9: C* + 
C*/J(-J’*) is continuous. Then 9 lcO is surjective so C*/J = %(Cn) z 
(C” + J)/ J E ‘201 J n C”. Q.E.D. 
Recall that if C is coproper and C 0 = @ e,JF is an idempotent decomposition 
for Co, and if N is an irreducible rational C*-module, then 3cy s.t. Ne, # (0) 
for some primitive idempotent e, , so N = Ne,Cn for some CY, and hence 
N Z %c’/, radco [2, 31. 
One easil; obtains from [3] that the number of composition factors of e,,Cn 
isomorphic to N is dim e,Coe, = n, . Note that n, = 0 a.e. 
5.8. THEOREM. Let C be a coproper coalgebra, M a simple right C-comodule. 
Then M has finite multiplicity in C. 
Proof. It suffices to produce an integer m > 0 such that M” appears fewer 
than m times as a composition factor in P/J f or all cofinite right ideals J of Co. 
Let J C Co be a cofinite right ideal. Then e, E J a.e. Let J’ = C {e,Cg 1 e, E 
J} C J. J’ is a cofinite right ideal and the number of occurrences of M* as a 
composition factor in P/J’ g @ {e,Cn 1 e, $ J] is at most x na = nz. Q.E.D. 
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Let (C, 7) be Frobenius and {M,, j p E U} a representative collection of simple 
right C-comodules; {x, / p E U} the corresponding characters. Let N be a finite- 
dimensional comodule having MU as constituent h, = times. Then xN = C,, h,x, , 
and by Corollary 5.2 for fixed p,, , x E C*, 
5.9. PROPOSITION. Let (C, 7) be a Frobenius coalgebra, (a,} a TA-basis for Co, 
[b,] the dual Bz-set, M a simple right C-comodule, and N a finite-dimensional 
C-romodule. Then 
<rl(xN) . xy XM~ = hdrl(xM) . x, XM) 
= hM 1 (bj , xdb-, XM) 
b’s E C” (h,, , the multiplicity of M in N). 
Proof. T(x~,) = IL <bi 9 XM) a, 1 SO ‘<?(XM) . X, XM) = cr (4 , XM ,(a$, XMU). 
The result follows easily from this. Q.E.D. 
Let M be a f.d. simple projective C-comodule, (C, n) Frobenius. We know 
that socle,(Cn) = A is a block so -4 E M,(D), where D is a division algebra 
and h is the multiplicity of M in A. Hence h2 dim D = h dim M. In particular, 
if ?z /- 0 (in iz) we obtain h dim D == dim M. 
5. IO. THEOREM. (a) Let (C, q) be a Frobenius coalgebra, M a simple projective 
C-comodule, N a finite-dimensional C-comodule in which the multiplicity of M is 
the same as the multiplicity of M in Co. Assume that the multiplicity h, of ill 
in hT is not 0 in 1~. Then 3x E CC s.t. (7(xN) . x, x~) # 0. Furthermore, 
(b) dim,, D = (7(xN) . x, ,Y~‘.~~~ E(x,,,) x1 (6, , XILr:)(a, x, xnr>, where {ai} 
is a T-J-basis for Co, [b,} the corresponding dual set. 
Proof. Since socle,(Co) is a block, Co = socle,(Cg) @ (Co n ker p&,). 
Now (socle,(P), x,,~ + (0) together with socle,,(C”) = 7(x&[) Co (Theorem 
4.4 and Lemma 2.5) implies that <n(xM) CD, xMl # (0) so 3x E Co s.t. (I . 
x, Xnr I’ “‘~ 0. Mut now (?1(xN) . “? xhl.’ = 12Af(?(x~l) x, x&d # 0. 
Since dim 112 == E(x~) we need only combine Proposition 5.9 with the observa- 
tion preceding Theorem 5.10 to obtain the result. Q.E.D. 
If M is not projective, then Theorem 4.4 together with Proposition 4.2 shows 
that (0) - dxd C%XM) = T(xM)(C*T(X~). Thus vx E C*, dxMM) xdxM) = 0 
so s:y(xM) s, xnr‘:, = 0. Thus a necessary and sufficient condition for a simple 
C-comodule 111 to be projective is that 3 an x E Cc with (n(xM) x, xnr> # 0. 
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At this point we translate Proposition 5.9 and Theorem 5.10 in terms of a 
C*-associate nondegenerate bilinear form B on C. 
COROLLARY. Let (C, B) be a Frobenius coalgebra, M a simple C-comodule, 
and N a C-comodule. Then B(x x,+, xN) = h,B(x . x&, , x~,) Vx E C*. In 
particular B(m , xN) = hMB(xM , m). 
5.12. COROLLARY. Let (C, B) be a Frobenius coalgebra, M a simple projective 
C-comodule, N a C-comodule in which the multiplicity of M is the same as the 
multiplicity of M in C. Let D be the division algebra part of socle,, Cu. Then 
dim D = B(*y)x ) B(XXM 9 XM) 
MY N 
for all x E C* with B(xxw , x~) =+ 0. 
We conclude with 
5.13. THEOREM (First orthogonality relation). Let (C, 7) be a Frobenius 
coalgebra, B = B,, , and M be an absolutely simple C-comodule with (dim M, 
char k) = 1. Then M is projectiwe &lx E C* such that (&,)x, xnr\ I- B(x 
,Y~ , x,,) =/ 0. For each x E C* with this property there is a h L h(x) E k, h f 0 
such that for every simple C-comodule N, 
6 N,M = dimi M C(b, , x,d(aix, xN) 
z 
where {ai} is a TA-basis for Co with {bi} the dual set. 
Proof. Clear. 
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